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ABSTRACT The gear failure Scuffing is a prominent 

surface failure mode of loaded, lubricated contacts of 

gears and rolling element bearings experiencing 

excessive relative sliding and high speeds. The risk of 

gear tooth scuffing in commercial vehicle 

transmissions has gained more attention because of 

increasing demand for fuel-efficient power train 

systems in which diesel engines run at lower speeds, 

power density is higher, and lubricants are modified 

to improve efficiency and compatibility with 

components of new technologies, such as dual-clutch 

transmissions. This temperature-induced failure 

occurs suddenly when the contact temperatures reach 

a critical level due to the frictional heat generated at 

the contact interface. The proposed general 

methodology is applied to a spur gear problem by 

considering variations of contact parameters along 

the tooth surfaces and incorporating a gear load 

distribution to predict contact loads.  At the end, the 

proposed methodology is compared to the 

conventional gear scuffing criteria to highlight its 

capabilities to overcome the major shortcoming these 

criteria. The risk of scuffing was determined for each 

gear set .  High scuffing risk was predicted for gears 

known to scuff, and low scuffing risk was predicted 

for all other cases with no history of scuffing. 

Keywords: Spur gear, Gear scuffing, Elasto 

hydrodynamic lubrication, FZG machine 

INTRODUCTION 

In this study, the ISO standard regarding scuffing 

evaluation of gears (ISO 14635-1 FZG Scuffing Test) 

was applied to determine the test stages at which 

AISI 8620 FZG type A gears encountered scuffing 

failures within Dexron VI automatic transmission 

fluid. A standard FZG machine was utilized for these 

scuffing experiments. The lubricant reservoir was 

also filled until the gears were halfway immersed in 

oil bath. Material properties and geometry of 

contacting surfaces, operating conditions (normal 

load, relative sliding and speed), surface texture 

(roughness amplitude and direction) as well as 

physical and chemical properties of the lubricant all 

influence the scuffing behavior of such components. 

In this study, a physics-based methodology is 

proposed for predicting thermal conditions of 

lubricated contacts under combined sliding and 

rolling, and for relating these thermal conditions to 

the likelihood of scuffing. The methodology consists 

of  mixed thermal Elasto hydrodynamic lubrication 

(EHL) model to predict temperatures of the 

contacting surfaces . Scuffing failure causes localized 

damage to gear teeth, resulting in matte and rough 

finishes of the contacting surfaces, and tooth form 

changes as well. This type of damage generally 

occurs in the tooth contact zone where contact 

pressure and sliding velocity are high, far from the 

pitch line. The tooth damage can increase vibration 
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and noise, compromise gear load capacity, ultimately 

leading to catastrophic failures. As a severe adhesive 

wear phenomenon, scuffing occurs when the oil film 

thickness between the tooth contacting surfaces is 

insufficient to prevent metal-to-metal contact, which 

in turn causes local welding and subsequent tearing. 

Metal particles are transferred between the two 

surfaces or lost from them; they scratch tooth flanks 

in the sliding direction. Scuffing is not a fatigue 

phenomenon, as it may occur at the beginning of the 

operation . There are several analytical methods for 

predicting scuffing risk; however, the threshold for 

determining whether a gear set will scuff remains 

mostly dependent on empirical results. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

As mentioned previously, the gears utilized for 

testing were type A spur gears and pinions. The 

pinions for this type A design have a very long 

addendum in order to create high sliding velocities 

toward the tip of the pinion tooth. These high 

velocities help induce scuffing patterns on the pinion 

teeth due to the decreased viscous properties of the 

Dexron VI at high temperatures. In addition to the 

uncoated 8620 type A gears, an additional test was 

performed utilizing the same gears coated with an 

experimental PVD coating provided by the sponsor. 

This PVD coating was applied to both the gear and 

pinion surfaces. The sponsor believes this hard 

coating may provide better scuffing protection when 

applied to gears with high contact stress applications. 

A scuffing test using gears with this PVD coating 

was performed to determine the usefulness of this 

coating under such applications. 

 

 

Figure.1: Thermal camera shown in front of gearbox 

during a scuffing experiment. 

At the start of Stage 1, the temperature of 

the lubricant for all tests was ambient, approximately 

22ºC. Once the FZG machine completed the stage 

after 21,700 revolutions, the torque for Stage 2 was 

applied and the machine was brought up to speed to 

complete another 21,700 revolutions. This process 

was repeated through Stage 4. During these first 4 

stages, the temperature of the lubricant was allowed 

to rise freely. The test gearbox lid was left in place 

and no visual inspections were made during these 

first 4 stages.  

After Stage 4, the lid to the lubricant 

reservoir was quickly removed, the gears were 

visually inspected, and digital pictures of various 

teeth on the pinion were taken. These inspections 

were made to check for scuffing initiation, as well as 

any uneven wear due to shaft, gear, or other 

misalignments. Upon inspection, the test gearbox lid 

was secured into place, the Stage 5 torque was 

applied to the gear pair, and the Dexron VI was 

heated to 90ºC ± 3ºC as specified by the ISO scuffing 

test. These inspections occurred after each additional 

stage until a scuffing failure occurred. According to 

the ISO scuffing test, a scuffing failure is defined as a 

pinion with 20 mm of total scuffed area on the sum of 

the pinion tooth widths.  
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A.Scuffing Gear Test Specimen 

As mentioned previously, the gears utilized 

for testing were type A spur gears and pinions. The 

design parameters of these gears are specified by ISO 

and are shown in Table .1.. The pinions for this type 

A design have a very long addendum in order to 

create high sliding velocities toward the tip of the 

pinion tooth. These high velocities help induce 

scuffing patterns on the pinion teeth due to the 

decreased viscous properties of the Dexron VI at high 

temperatures. 

In addition to the uncoated 8620 type A gears, an 

additional test was performed utilizing the same gears 

coated with an experimental PVD coating provided 

by the sponsor. This PVD coating was applied to 

both the gear and pinion surfaces. The sponsor 

believes this hard coating may provide better scuffing 

protection when applied to gears with high contact 

stress applications. A scuffing test using gears with 

this PVD coating was performed to determine the 

usefulness of this coating under such applications. 

Before all testing, the gear surface roughnesses were 

measured on the pinions and gears utilizing the 

Taylor-Hobson Form Talysurf-120 surface profiler. 

The surface roughness was measured in the profile 

direction on one tooth, and both the Ra and Rq values 

for the pinions and gears were recorded. These 

roughness values are listed in Table .2. CMM 

inspections, with the use of a Gleason M&M 255, 

were also performed on the test gears to measure 

three lead and three involute traces on four teeth of 

each specimen. This was done to check for any 

unknown tooth irregularities. Lastly, an  

 

Table .1: Basic design parameters of type A spur 

gears. 

 

Table.2 : Initial Ra and Rq type A specimen 

values from the Talysurf-120 surface profiler. 

 

Table.3 : Scuffing test summaries with related 

scuffing Stages and total scuffing areas.  

 

optical microscope with a 1/2X objective lens and 

3.5X magnification was utilized to obtain digital 

pictures of the pinion surfaces 
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SCUFFING TEST RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSIONS 

In this study, there were a total of five scuffing tests 

performed. Four tests involved 8620 type A gears and 

pinions while the other test had an experimental PVD 

coating applied to the 8620 type A gear and pinion 

specimen. The four pairs of uncoated specimens 

successfully scuffed. The pair of PVD coated 

specimens did not scuff. A summary of these tests is 

shown in Table. 3. As can be seen by the amount of 

scuffed area listed in the table, the amount of scuffing 

at the end of each test varied a great deal. From the 

limited amount of roughness data taken with the 

Talysurf-120 , scuffing appears unrelated to initial 

surface roughness. However, only one tooth was 

measured along the involute direction in one location. 

To find a more thorough and better understanding of 

the relationship between surface roughness and 

scuffing, each of the teeth would need surface 

roughness measurements taken in various locations 

along the tooth surface. The resulting scuffing 

patterns from the successful scuffing failures were 

generally evenly distributed amongst all the pinion 

teeth. In a few instances, some pinions had teeth that 

were unmarked while other teeth had 3-4 mm of 

scuffed area along the face width. Digital photos of 

test specimens after their final stage are shown in 

Figure .2. 

 

Figure.2: Display of recorded temperatures at Stage 

11 of each scuffing test performed. 

 

Figure .3: Display of recorded temperatures at Stage 

12 of each scuffing test performed. 

For the 4978L test during Stage 12, the FZG machine 

had a constant current during the initial 12 minutes of 

testing and showed a decrease and later an increase in 

motor amperage. If the friction between the tooth 

surfaces did decrease, the amount of motor amperage 

needed to keep the FZG machine rotating at the same 

speed would also decrease. This result for 4978L 

implies that the amount of friction decreased in 

advance of scuffing initiation. For the 4979L test 

during Stage 12, the FZG machine had a constant 

current during the initial 9 minutes of testing and 

later showed an increase in motor amperage. These 

increases in current for these tests may indicate that 

the FZG controller needed to provide the motor more 

current in order to overcome increased frictional 

forces created by scuffing initiation. From the 

scuffing experiments performed in this study with 

AISI 8620 type A gears, the effects of surface 

treatments on gear scuffing have produced the 

following conclusions:  

The resulting scuffing stage of specimens in Dexron 

VI under dip lubrication conditions occurs at Stages 

11 and 12 based on limited testing. The experimental 

PVD coated type A gears provided by the sponsor 

improved the scuffing resistance of the gears and 

prevented scuffing initiation through Stage 12. The 

test specimen that successfully scuffed at Stage 11 

also resulted in having the highest recorded 

temperatures during Stage 11. The experimental PVD 

coated specimen did not scuff and had the lowest 

recorded temperatures throughout Stage 12 when 
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compared with other specimens. Increases in FZG 

motor amperage were detected during scuffing stages 

of specimens. This may indicate scuffing initiation 

during testing. Different testing speeds. Decreasing 

the rotational speeds will increase the number of 

asperity contacts due to a thicker lubricant film 

thickness. A better understanding of the dependency 

of gear pitting on lubricant film thickness with these 

varied gear surfaces would be beneficial in 

determining if the performance of CP gears 

approaches that of HS specimens tested in this study. 

Additional testing of Ground Gears. Although it 

appears that ground gears have better pitting 

resistance than HS specimens, additional testing for 

statistical purposes is needed to determine the extent 

of this better performance. Ground gears that are 

chemically polished may also be beneficial in testing; 

however, if the pitting fatigue lives increase 

drastically, it may be difficult to obtain pitting results 

below load L2.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Gear scuffing tests were performed using the 

standard ISO scuffing test. The standard ISO test 

utilizes type A gears, which were made of AISI 8620 

steel for these experiments. There were a total of 5 

tests performed, one of which included specimens 

coated with an experimental PVD coating. During 

each test, a Type J thermocouple with the use of data 

acquisition software captured lubricant temperatures 

within the gearbox, while a thermal imaging camera 

recorded the temperature distribution of the FZG test 

gearbox front. An inductive current clamp was also 

utilized to measure the FZG motor current throughout 

testing in order to detect changes in motor current, 

which may indicate scuffing initiation during testing.  
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